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This is unlike any other book I have written to-date. For some, this will be incredibly controversial,

especially within certain Jewish groups that are more traditional in their practices. I will get a ton of

hate mail for this book, in fact I may even get death threats because the use of Tefillin that I will

recommend will be a sacrilege to many people, but also a liberation to some as well. This is okay,

because it is my job in this world to provide my listeners with magick that works. If religionists don't

like it, they don't have to listen to this book. Many may not be able to perform this magick since they

do not have access to Tefillin; that is okay, I will provide resources. I acknowledge that this is

certainly a niche topic, of that I am certain. It may not appeal to all my listeners, but I know they will

understand why I am writing it and that I have a very good reason for doing so. In this book I will

cover: What Teffilin is The various types of Teffilin Why women and non-Jews should use Teffilin

The mystical power of Teffilin How to tie the Teffilin What you will need for Teffilin magick Opening

prayers for ritual usage I will also cover several rituals such as: Calling forth Adonai, Lord of Hosts

for protection Four rituals calling forth the archangels for whatever purpose you desire. Three rituals

calling forth demons of the Kabbalah for magickal purposes Liberation from mental bondage Binding

one's soul with the four letter name of God I realize this book may not be for everyone, but it might

be for you.
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This short but very powerful ebook is a must have ebook. I have been using the Tifillin for a long



time and I knew that there was power there. Give this book a try and you will understand what I am

saying.

Great Book. Interesting use of a religious object.

Another very interesting book by Baal. It's not for everyone but it is really worth reading if you are

interested in other forms of magic.

I received the kindle version of this yesterday and I must say for a book of only 47 pages it is quite

remarkable! I have not actually done any of the rituals yet for one needs to obtain a Tefllin. I plan on

ordering one this weekend. after doing some independent research on the subject matter I would

recommend to purchase a high quality Tefllin. Unfortunately they are not inexpensive (the cost can

vary greatly from $50.00 to $2,300.00) however I would go with one in the neighborhood of between

$300.00 to $600.00. A Tefllin of this quality should last you a lifetime and are usually created by a

qualified Sofer, in accordance with strict kosher procedures. I have practiced many forms of

mysticism and magick including Kabbalah for over 35 years and I know the real deal when I see and

hear it. I will of course update this review once I have successfully completed some of the

prescribed rituals within the book. I believe Mr. Kadmon is destined to secure his place in occult

history.

Totally unorthodox book but I felt immediate spiritual connection. A new way to approach the time

honored Jewish tradition of "laying on tefilin " I was hesitant at first . Regular rabbis show you HOW

to do this activity and the prayers to say in English or Hebrew. The mystical element which for me

adds meaning significance energy practicality and overall relevancy is omitted. For most male Jews

tefilin is used because we are commanded as Jews to use it. Its mystical power and its ability to

bring Heaven to Earth is simply omitted. Just Do It Ala Nike shoes. Still I was paranoid to use it in a

mystical-magical way fearing Divine Repercussion but today I did it as described in the book. The

tefilin felt sweet, the leather straps usually an encumbrance to "getting it over with" became part of

the magical rite and a meditation of sorts. The act of laying on tefilin never so powerful and sweet

the lingering feeling of warmth and connection hovered like the incense smoke I used. I am

connected to the ancient spiritual power of an ageless ritual, and reflect that this is what the

prophets may have felt --maybe even a taste of the God Power Moses possessed. As a Jew it was

Glorious but I would suggest All people , of all faiths, male and female should read the book and



utilize tefilin and the simple but powerful rituals. Truly amazing. The protection and grounding of

tefilin and the power it can evoke is worth the investment of time, the cost of the book and the cost

of tefilin--sold through  separately if you don't gave a set (a bit pricey starting at $140.00 but well

worth it) a bible, candles and incense and you've got front row orchestra seats to the greatest

production ever conceived. Please get this book!

There are contradictions that need to be addressed in this book,for one1- Tefillin are put on AFTER

a tallit, i never seen anyone put on Tefillin with out a tallit, which is the only wearable item in a shull

on Saturdays aka SHABBAT,then the second contradiction which is considered the most important

of commandments never to break involves performing a ritual on Shabbat!2- The Ritual for Uriel is

performed on Saturday, aka SHABBAT, the book clearly states Tefillin is never to be worn on

SHABBAT!the third3-Lighting Candles is also not allowed on Shabbat which was totally ignored

through out the book.There is no surprise in the book for jews who put on Tefillin, ana bechoah is a

kabalistic prayer in many sepfardi morning prayers aka Shaharit.the book would go very well with

mystic jews if it was in accordance with the halachah

Now how the h*ll you gonna call God, angels and demons? Pick a side! Demon calling is not

kabbalah but qliphoth, LHP the abyss dark side opposite tree of life, knowledge goetic magick. Pick

a d*mn side. Child of light or darkness. Free will humans!

I really enjoyed reading this book!! It is so wonderful! Baao Kadmon is truly a blessing from G-D!

The meditation techniques are simple and straight to the point!
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